
CL10

Cod. K0265

Universal model with rectangular base ideal for lifting, moving and
repositioning of the majority of covers and grilles in cast iron and
ferrous materials, the handle is telescopic and folding to allow
ergonomics and minimal space for transport and stocking.
The exclusive configuration gives versatility of use in four ways to fit
the majority of lifting/repositioning operations. The plate with  16
powerful neodinium magnets assures a lifting force of 300 Kg with a
weight of only Kg 7. The use is simple, fast and intuitive. 

MANUAL LIFTING WITH MAGNETIC PLATE
CL10 is placed on the cover in the position nearest to the frame giving
a solid blockage, the telescopic handle allows to manually lift and
move the majority of covers, to detach the tool is enough to give a
strong side stroke.
The operation is simple and fast.
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LIFTING WITH  APS90 - APS80 LEVERS
Lifting using CL10 with the folding levers the efforts and possible
accidents on the back are totally eliminated, the operator weight
becomes “friend” thanks to the downward push action that stretches
the vertebrae  and back muscles,
The operations are simple, fast and safe.
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LIFTING WITH TWO MAGNETIC PLATES BLOCKED
IN PARALLEL AND APS90 - APS80 LEVERS 
If  cover is too heavy or too blocked by dirt or too grooved with minimal
magnetic contact is possible to use two CL10 in parallel united by a small
connection  “bridge”, the contact force is doubled,  the operator weight
becomes “friend” thanks to the downward push action that stretches the
vertebrae  and back muscles, the plates will be then detached one at a time. 
The operations are simple, safe and fast.
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MANUAL LIFTING WITH  HANDLE BLOCKED
HORIZONTALLY TO LIFT HINGED ROUND COVERS
By simply changing the position of a pin is possible to block in
horizontal position the telescopic handle. In this configuration the
magnetic plate becomes a practical rigid long handle to lift and
reverse the covers that are hinged to the frame. 
The operation  is simple, fast and safe.
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WEIGHT Kg 7 BASE DIMENSION cm 21 x 16
LENGTH IN EXTENSION cm 70
LENGHT RETRACTED/FOLDED cm 55 x 16

CHARACTERISTICS

ANTI MAGNETIC PROTECTIVE SACK Code A221006
Accessory of the magnetic cover lifters, prevents unwanted contacts
between the magnetic plate with ferrous objects that could be difficult to
separate and render normally manageable the tools. (data sheet at pag. 11)

MAGNETIC COVER LIFTER
unique on the marquet usable in 4 diffent ways!
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